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We introduce strong convergence with regard to approximation of copulas. This
new type of convergence is useful in dealing with the )-product of Darsow,
Nguyen, and Olsen for copulas. We also provide tools for constructing strong
approximations of copulas by using partitions of unity. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xLet I denote the unit interval 0, 1 . Copulas are cumulative distribution
functions on I 2 with uniform marginals; more precisely, a copula is a
Ž . 2function C x, y on I that satisfies
Ž .1. Boundary Conditions
C x , 0 s C 0, y s 0, C x , 1 s x andŽ . Ž . Ž .
C 1, y s y for all x , y g I.Ž .
Ž .2. Monotonicity If 0 F x F x F 1 and 0 F y F y F 1, then1 2 1 2
C x , y y C x , y y C x , y q C x , y G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
The idea of a copula was introduced by A. Sklar in response to a
Ž w x.question from M. Frechet. Sklar proved see 12, 13 that if H was theÂ
joint distribution function of two random variables, X and Y, and F and G
were the distribution functions of X and Y, respectively, then one could
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..always find a copula C such that H x, y s C F x , G y . Furthermore,
Ž . Ž .the copula is uniquely determined on range F = range G , so that C can
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be thought of as a description of the way in which a joint distribution
Žfunction is related to its one-dimensional marginals. This result and its
.n-dimensional generalization has become known as Sklar's theorem.
Ž w x. Ž . Ž . 2As is well known see, for example, 4, 5, 11 , for x , y , x , y g I ,1 1 2 2
< < < < < <C x , y ,y C x , y F x y x q y y y .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .Thus, C x, y is a Lipschitz function in x, y , and the partial derivatives,
Ž . Ž . 2C x, y and C x, y , exist and are bounded by 1 a.e. on I . Olsen,, 1 , 2
w xDarsow, and Nguyen 11 were the first to introduce the so-called )-prod-
uct for copulas. Let C and D be two copulas. Then define the copula:
1
C) D x , y s C x , t D t , y dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H , 2 , 1
0
We can think of C and D as continuous analogs to matrices and the
)-operation as being a continuous analog to matrix multiplication. Some-
times it is possible to use this analogy to gain an intuitive understanding of
results relating to the )-product, and sometimes it is possible to obtain
results about the )-product by first formulating them in terms of matrices
and then passing to a limit. It is exactly the nature of the limiting process
with which this paper is concerned.
The standard convergence of copulas is uniform convergence because of
the nice connection with convergence of joint distribution functions. How-
ever, a drawback to this notion of convergence is that the )-product is not
jointly continuous with respect to it. That is, if C is a copula with a
 4sequence of copulas C converging uniformly to C, and D is anothern
 4copula with D converging uniformly to D, then it does not follow thatn
 4the sequence C ) D converges uniformly to C) D.n n
Another problem with uniform convergence is that it becomes difficult,
in a certain sense, to distinguish between types of statistical dependence
that seem, intuitively, to be very different. One can, for example, give a
sequence of shuffles of Min that converge uniformly to the product copula
Ž w x. Žsee 10 . A shuffle of Min is a particular instance of what we call an
.invertible copula, an idea that is discussed later in this introduction. Each
shuffle of Min is associated with completely deterministic dependence
between a pair of random variables, while the product copula corresponds
to independence between a pair of random variables. In fairness, though, it
must be said that there are statisticians who see nothing unnatural in this
situation.
In studying certain natural approximations of copulas, we were led to a
concept of strong convergence of copulas. This convergence is stronger
than uniform convergence, it makes the )-product jointly continuous, it
arises naturally in connection with obvious approximations of copulas, and
it has a simple probabilistic interpretation.
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Before we define this strong convergence, we study some relevant
concepts that are needed in our discussion.
Two important concepts, namely doubly stochastic measures and Markov
operators, are intimately related to copulas.
A doubly stochastic measure is a probability measure m on the Borel
sets of the unit square I 2, which satisfies the following requirement: If A
is a Borel set in the unit integral I and l is Lebesgue measure on I, then
Ž . Ž . Ž .m A = I s m I = A s l A . There is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween doubly stochastic measures and copulas that is defined by the
Ž . Žw x w x. Žw x w x. Ž .equations C x, y s m 0, x = 0, y and m 0, x = 0, y s C x, y .m C
p pŽ . ŽLet L denote L I . A Markov operator or doubly stochastic opera-
. ‘ ‘tor is a linear operator T : L “ L that satisfies the following
Ž .1 T1 s 1.
Ž .2 If f G 0, then Tf G 0.
Ž . 1 Ž . 1 Ž . ‘3 H Tf t dt s H f t dt, for all f g L .0 0
Since L‘ is dense in L p for p G 1, we may also extend T as an operator
from L p to L p. We shall feel free to make use of this fact without further
comment.
w xIt has been shown by Brown 1 that there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between Markov operators and doubly stochastic measures and
hence between Markov operators and copulas. We can make this corre-
w xspondence more explicit, as pointed out by Olsen et al. 11 .
Let C be a copula. Define an operator T : L‘ “ L‘ as follows.C
d 1
T f x s C x , y f y dy ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HC , 2dx 0
where C stands for the partial derivative of C with respect to the second, 2
variable. Then T is a Markov operator. On the other hand, if T isC
Markov operator, and we define
x
2C x , y s T x t dt , x , y g I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HT w0, y x
0
then C is a copula. These two operations, which transform copulas intoT
Markov operators and vice versa, are indeed inverse to each other.
Now we are ready to define our version of strong convergence. For a
copula C, let T denote its corresponding Markov operator.C
Ž .  4DEFINITION 1.1 Strong Convergence of Copulas . Let C and C ben
copulas. Then we say C converges to C strongly if the correspondingn
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Makov operator T converges to T in the strong operator topology in L1,C Cn
that is,
1 1< <lim T f x y T f x dx s 0, for all f g L .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H C Cnn“‘ 0
s
We will write C “ C if C converges to C strongly.n n
The idea here is to make use of the one-to-one correspondence between
Markov operators and copulas and to carry over the notion of strong
w xoperator convergence. It is known 1 that weak operator convergence of
Markov operators corresponds to uniform convergence of copulas. In this
setting strong convergence of copulas is strictly stronger than uniform
convergence.
A particularly nice example of the relationship between the two conver-
gences is given by the following. Define a Markov operator T : L‘ “ L‘ by
Tf s f (w, where w is a measure preserving map of I onto itself that is a.e.
one-to-one. A Markov operator T of this form and the associated copula
ŽC will be referred to as in¤ertible. This is because under the correspon-
dence between Markov operators and copulas, the )-product A) B of two
copulas becomes the composition T (T of the associated Markov opera-A B
w x y1tors. See 11 . So if T f s f (w and T f s f (w , then A and B must beA B
.inverses of one another with respect to the )-product. Now let us take C
to be the product copula and C , C , C , . . . to be a sequence of invertible1 2 3
Ž w x .copulas converging uniformly to C. Such a sequence exists by 10, 14 .
But such a sequence cannot converge strongly, because if we take T and Tn
to be the Markov operators corresponding to C and C , respectively, and fn
to be a member of L‘, then it is easily shown that
1 1
5 5T f y Tf s f x y f t dt dx ,Ž . Ž .H Hn
0 0
which in general does not converge to 0.
Because the )-product corresponds to composition of the associated
Markov operators, we can easily prove joint continuity of the )-product
s s 1with respect to strong convergence. If T “ T and S “ S and f g L ,n n
then
5 5S T f y S T fŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .n n
5 5 5 5F S T f y S T f q S T f y S T fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5F S T f y T f q S T f y S T f “ 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n
5 5since S F 1.n
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However, the switch from uniform to strong convergence causes us to
lose one nice property. The set of copulas is compact with respect to the
topology induced by uniform convergence, but this is not true for strong
 4convergence. To see this, reconsider the example of a sequence C ofn
invertible copulas converging uniformly to a copula C that is the product
copula. Strong convergence is metrizable, so if the set of copulas is
 4  4compact, C must have a subsequence C that converges strongly ton nk
 4some copula A. But this implies C converges uniformly to A and hencenk
A s C, an impossibility.
Counterbalancing this is the fact that there is a nice probabilistic
interpretation for strong convergence. Let C be a copula and T be the
associated Markov operator. If f g L1 and if, proceeding formally, we
assume we can write the mixed, second-order partial of C, we see that
› 2 C1
Tf x s x , y f y dy.Ž . Ž . Ž .H
› x › y0
2 Ž .Now › Cr› x › y x, y is the density function for a probability distribution
on the unit square I 2, so that if we think of the projection maps X, Y:
2 Ž . Ž .I “ I defined by X x, y s x and Y x, y s y as random variables, we
see that
<Tf x s E f Y X s x ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .the conditional expectation of f Y given that X s x. Therefore strong
convergence of copulas amounts to convergence of conditional expecta-
tions of random variables f with domain I.
Let us also note that although the definition of strong convergence of
copulas is given in terms of the L1 norm and Markov operators, it can also
be given in terms of any of the L p norms for 1 F p F ‘. See Lemma 3.1.
Finally, we consider the following question: For a given copula C, are
there any sequences of ``simple'' copulas C that converge to C in then
sense of strong convergence that we just defined?
In the next section, we will present a general procedure for constructing
approximations in the strong convergence. Here we mention two typical
approximations we studied that actually motivated our general construc-
tion.
Ž .For a copula C, let D C denote the total mass induced by C on thei, j
square
i y 1 i j y 1 j
S [ , = , ,i j n n n n
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that is,
i j i y 1 j
D C s C , y C ,Ž .i , j ž / ž /n n n n
i j y 1 i y 1 j y 1
y C , q C , .ž / ž /n n n n
Ž Ž ..nThen nD C is an n = n doubly stochastic matrix, that is,i, j i, js1
n n
nD C G 0, nD C s 1 and nD C s 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi , j i , j i , j
is1 js1
Let C be a copula and let n g N. Define
n x y
2Ï ÏC x , y s C C x , y s n D C x s ds x t dt , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H Hn n i j i , n j , n
0 0i , js1
wŽ . xwhere x is the characteristic function of the interval i y 1 rn, irn .i, n
Ï Ž .The fact that C is indeed a copula will be proved later see Theorem 2.2 .n
ÏIn terms of the mass distribution, C is the copula of the doubly stochasticn
wŽ . x wŽmeasure whose mass in every square of the form i y 1 rn, irn = j y
. x1 rn, jrn is uniformly distributed and equal to the total mass in that
square in the doubly stochastic measure of the original copula C. We call
ÏC a checkerboard approximation to C. Since it is easy to verify thatn
2Ï< <sup C x , y y C x , y F ,Ž . Ž .n n2Ž .x , y gI
Ïthe copulas C approximate C uniformly.n
We also consider Bernstein approximations. For a copula C define
n k l nyk nyln n k lB x , y s C , x 1 y x y 1 y yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýn ž / ž /ž / k ln nk , ls1
n k l
s C , p x p y ,Ž . Ž .Ý k , n l , nž /n nk , ls1
where
nykn kp x s x 1 y xŽ . Ž .k , n ž /k
for k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n.
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Again, we can verify that B is a copula for any copula C directly orn
Ž .take it as a consequence of a general later result see Theorem 2.2 .
2. PARTITIONS OF UNITY
In this section we show how to construct sequences of ``simple approxi-
mations'' for copulas. Roughly speaking, ``simple'' means a ``matrix-like'' or
``discretized'' version of a given copula.
Routine calculations show that
2 n›
2B x , y s n D C p x p y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn k , l ky1, ny1 ly1, ny1› x › y k , ls1
Since, for a differentiable copula C, the associated Markov operator can
be written as
› 21
T f x s C x , y f y dy ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HC › x › y0
the Markov operator associated with the Bernstein polynomial B isn
n
12T f x s n D C p y f y dy p x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý HB i , j jy1, ny1 iy1, ny1n ž /0i , js1
ÏNote that the Markov operator associated with C can be written asn
n
12T f x s n D C x y f y dy x x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ï Ý HC i , j j , n i , nn ž /0i , js1
From this point of view, the two approximations have the same character.
They can be expressed in terms of partitions of unity as defined below.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1 Partition of Unity . A collection of functions
f , . . . , f g L1 will be called a partition of unity if1 n
Ž .1 f G 0 for i s 1, . . . , n.i
Ž . 1 Ž .2 H f x dx s 1rn for i s 1, . . . , n.0 i
Ž . n3 Ý f s 1.is1 i
Ž w x. 1THEOREM 2.2 see 8, Theorem 6 . Let f , . . . , f g L be nonnegati¤e1 n
functions. The following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž .i f , . . . , f is a partition of unity.1 n
Ž . ‘ ‘ii For e¤ery copula C, the operator T : L “ L defined byn
n
12T f x s n D C f y f y dy f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Hn i , j i j
0i , js1
is a Marko¤ operator.
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Ž . 2iii For e¤ery copula C, the function C : I “ R defined byn
n x y
2C x , y s n D C f t dt f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H Hn i , j i j
0 0i , js1
is a copula.
As we have seen, both checkerboard and Bernstein approximations are
special cases of approximations constructed using partitions of unity. Are
there other concrete forms of partition of unity that yield interesting
approximations? We now show how to derive new partitions of unity from
that of the checkerboard approximation.
Ž0.Ž . Ž .Let w x s x x for i g Z, the set of all integers. Fori wŽ iy1.r n, i r nx
j s 1, 2, . . . , and i g Z, let
x
Ž j. Ž jy1. Ž jy1.w x s n w t y w t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .Hi iy1 i
y‘
We remark that w Ž j. are the so-called cardinal splines associated with thei
w xknot sequence Zrn; see, for example, 3 . Some of their properties will be
mentioned in the proof of the next theorem. Now, for j s 1, 2, . . . , and
i g Z, define
w Ž j. x q w Ž j. x if i s 1, . . . , j,Ž . Ž .i nqiŽ j.f x sŽ .i Ž j.½ w x if i s j q 1, . . . , n.Ž .i
THEOREM 2.3. For each fixed j s 1, 2, . . . , the collection f Ž j., . . . , f Ž j. is1 n
a partition of unity.
Proof. As we remarked before the definition of f Ž j., functions w Ž j. arei i
Žcardinal splines. In particular, they enjoy the following properties cf.
w x.3, p. 85, Theorem 4.3 :
Ž . Ž j.i w is piecewise polynomial of degree at most j.i
Ž . Ž Ž j.. wŽ . xii supp w s i y j y 1 rn, irn .i
Ž . Ž j.iii w G 0.i
Ž . ‘ Ž j.Ž .iv Ý w x s 1.isy‘ i
Ž . Ž j.Ž . Ž j. Ž Ž . .v w x s f x q j q 1 y i rn for i g Z.i jq1
So, f Ž j. g L1, f Ž j. G 0, and, for x g I,i i
nqjn ‘
Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.f x s w x s w x s 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i i
is1 is1 isy‘
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Ž .Finally, by property v , it is easy to see that, for i s j q 1, . . . , n,
‘1 Ž j. Ž j.f x dx s w x dx.Ž . Ž .H Hi jq1
0 y‘
On the other hand, we note that
irn Ž .nqi rnŽ j. Ž j.w x dx s w x dx ;Ž . Ž .H Hi nqi
0 1
thus, for i s 1, . . . , j.
1 irn 1Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.f x dx s w x dx q w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H H Hi i nqi
Ž .0 0 nqiyjy1 rn
Ž . 1nqi rn Ž j. Ž j.s w x dx q w x dxŽ . Ž .H Hnq i nqi
Ž .1 nqiyjy1 rn
‘nqi Ž j. Ž j.s w x dx s w x dxŽ . Ž .H Hnq i nqi
Ž .nqiyjy1 rn y‘
‘
Ž j.s w x dx.Ž .H jq1
y‘
Ž j. Ž .Therefore, all integral values of f i s 1, . . . , n must be the same andi
must be equal to 1rn.
3. CONVERGENCE
We give proofs of the strong convergence of the approximations con-
structed by using the partitions of unity in the previous section.
The following simple, general sufficiency result for strong convergence
Ž .for copulas or Markov operators turns out to be useful.
LEMMA 3.1. Let T , n s 1, 2, . . . , and T be Marko¤ operators, and let Ln
w xbe a dense subset of 0, 1 . Then the following three statements satisfy
Ž . Ž . Ž .i « ii « iii .
Ž . Ž . Ž .i For f x s x x and for l g L,w0, lx
w xlim T f x s T f x for a.e. x g 0, 1 . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n
n“‘
Ž . w . Ž . Ž .ii For p g 1, ‘ , f x s x x and for l g L,w0, lx
5 5lim T f y T f s 0. 3Ž . Ž . Ž .pn
n“‘
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Ž . p w .iii T “ T in the strong operator topology of L for p g 1, ‘ , i.e.,n
1 p p< <lim T f y T f s 0, for e¤ery f g L . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .H n
n“‘ 0
Ž . Ž . ‘Proof. i « ii . Since Markov operators are all of L -norm 1, we have
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5T f F f and T f F f ,Ž . Ž .‘ ‘ ‘ ‘n
‘w xfor every f g L 0, 1 . So, from Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem,
Ž .Eq. 2 implies
1 p< <lim T x y T x s 0Ž . Ž .H n w0, lx w0, lx
n“‘ 0
w x w . Ž .for a.e. l g 0, 1 and for all p g 1, ‘ . This is indeed 3 .
Ž . Ž . pw x Ž w ..ii « iii . Now, every f g L 0, 1 p g 1, ‘ can be approximated
by a sequence of step functions f s Ým n a x such thatn js1 jn w0, l xjn
5 5lim f y f s 0.pn
n“‘
If necessary, we can change l 's so that they all belong to L, since L isjn
w x Ž .dense in 0, 1 . With this adjustment, 3 yields, for each m s 1, 2, . . . ,
5 5lim T f y T f s 0.Ž . Ž . pn m m
n“‘
Ž p.So T converges in the strong topology of L to T on a dense subset ofn
the linear span of the step functions of L p. Thus, T must be convergentn
pon the whole space L .
Using this lemma, we can give a short proof of strong convergence for a
natural subsequence of checkerboard approximations.
ÏCOROLLARY 3.2. For e¤ery copula C, its checkerboard approximations C ,nsm Ï mn s 2 , m s 0, 1, 2, . . . , con¤erge strongly, that is, C “ C as m “ ‘.2
Proof. According to Lemma 3.1, we need only show that for l of the
form jr2 m0 ,
w xlim T x x s T x x for a.e. x g 0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÏC w0, lx C w0, lxnm“‘
But
›
T x x s C x , l ,Ž . Ž . Ž .C w0, lx › x
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and, if i y 1 - nx - i and n G 2 m0 ,0 0
› i i y 10 0ÏT x x s C x , l s n C , l y C , l .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÏC w0, lx nn ž / ž /› x n n
Ž .Since the partial derivative of C exists a.e. with l being fixed , the desired
result now follows.
The restriction given on n in this corollary is unnecessary. To show that
in general all of the approximations considered here converge strongly to a
given copula, it is convenient to list and verify certain of their properties.
LEMMA 3.3. Let f , . . . , f be either a partition of unity f Ž j., . . . , f Ž j. as1 n 1 n
constructed in Theorem 2.3 or p , . . . , p as used in the Bernstein0, ny1 ny1, ny1
Ž . x Ž .approximation. Let c x s nH f t dt, i s 1, . . . , n. Then, as n “ ‘, thei 0 i
following estimates hold:
1
f x s o a.e., 5Ž . Ž .Ý i ž /n< <xyirn Gd
1
< <c x y c x s o a.e., 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i iq1 ž /n< <xyirn Gd
n i 1
< <x y f x y f x s O a.e., 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i iq1 ž /n nis0
and
n i 1
< <x y c x y c x s O a.e. 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i iq1 ž /n nis0
Proof. We first consider the case f s f Ž j., i s 1, . . . , n. Taking thei i
Ž . Ž .support into consideration, we conclude that the sums in 5 and 6 are 0
for all large n, and thus, they are both true as n “ ‘. Next, for n
Ž .sufficiently large, the sum in 7 has only j q 2 nonzero terms, namely
w x w x w x < Žw xwhen i s nx y 1, nx , . . . , nx q j, and so it is less than x y nx y
. < < w x < < Žw x . <1 rn q x y nx rn q ??? q x y nx q j rn , which is no greater than
Ž . Ž . Ž .j q 2 rn, completing the proof of 7 . Similarly, we can show 8 holds.
Ž .Now, we assume f s p , i s 1, . . . , n. First, 5 is a consequencei iy1, ny1
of a property of Bernstein polynomials: For each d ) 0 and s s 1, 2, . . . ,
Ž .there is a constant C s C d , s for which
ys w xp x F Cn , n s 1, 2, . . . , and x g 0, 1Ž .Ý in
< <irnyx Gd
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Ž w x. Ž .see, for example, 6, p. 304 . Next, 7 follows from the identities:
2ny1 i x 1 y xŽ .
y x p x sŽ .Ý i , ny1ž /n y 1 n y 1is0
and
1 i
p x y p x s y x p x .Ž . Ž . Ž .iy1, ny1 i , ny1 i , nž /x 1 y x nŽ .
Ž . Ž .As for 6 and 8 , we note that
pX xŽ .i , n
p x y p x s ,Ž . Ž .iy1, ny1 i , ny1 n
Ž . Ž .and so they can be obtained from 5 and 7 with minor modification.
We now prove the strong convergence of approximations constructed by
using the partitions of unity discussed in the lemma.
 4‘THEOREM 3.4. Let f , . . . , f be a sequence of partitions of1, n n, n ns1
unity. If , for e¤ery n s 1, 2, . . . , the partition of unity f , . . . , f satisfies1, n n, n
Ž . Ž .all of the estimates in 5 through 8 , then the copulas C , approximations ofn
C constructed by using f , . . . , f as in Theorem 2.3, satisfy1, n n, n
›
2C x , y “ C x , y a.e. on IŽ . Ž .n , 1› x
and
›
2C x , y “ C x , y a.e. on I .Ž . Ž .n , 2› y
s pŽ .In particular, C “ C in L , p G 1 as n “ ‘.n
Proof. For simplicity, we will write f for f . Leti i, n
x
c s 1, c s 0, and c x s n f t dt , i s 1, . . . , n.Ž . Ž .H0 nq1 i i
0
Then
n
C x , y s D C c x c y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn i j i j
i , js0
By using summation by parts, together with the fact that all sums with
boundary terms vanish, we obtain
n i j
C x , y s C , c x y c x c y y c y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn i iq1 j jq1ž /n ni , js0
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Ž .Thus on writing f s f s 0 ,0 nq1
n› i j
C x , y s C , n f x y f x c y y c y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn i iq1 j jq1ž /› x n ni , js0
9Ž .
Now, since copula C is a Lipschitz function, by a theorem of Rademacher
Ž w x.see, for example, 9, p. 152, Theorem 7.1.8 , C is differentiable almost
2 Ž .everywhere on I . Let x, y be point at which C is differentiable and both
Ž . Ž . Ž .5 and 7 hold at x and y. For convenience, we also assume x, y is not a
rational point. Then, for i, j s 0, 1, . . . , n, we have
i j i j
C , s C x , y q C x , y y x q C x , y y yŽ . Ž . Ž ., 1 , 2ž / ž / ž /n n n n
2 2i j i j
q h y x , y y y x q y y , 10Ž .(ž / ž / ž /n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . < <where h s, t “ 0 as s, t “ 0, 0 and h is bounded: h F M.
2 2Ž . 'Let h s h irn y x, jrn y y and d s irn y x q jrn y y .Ž . Ž .i j i j
Ž . Ž .Substitute 10 into 9 to get
n›
C x , y s nC x , y f x y f x c y y c yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn i iq1 j jq1› x i , js0
n i
q nC x , y y x f x y f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý , 1 i iq1ž /ni , js0
= c y y c yŽ . Ž .j jq1
n j
q nC x , y y y f x y f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý , 2 i iq1ž /ni , js0
= c y y c yŽ . Ž .j jq1
n
q nh d f x y f x c y y c y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i j i j i iq1 j jq1
i , js0
11Ž .
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Note that
n
c y y c y s c y y c y s 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j jq1 0 nq1
js0
and
n
f x y f x s f y f s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý i iq1 0 nq1
is0
by our convention that f s f s c s 0 and c s 1. Note also that,0 nq1 nq1 0
using summation by parts again,
n ni 1 1
y x f x y f x s f x s .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi iq1 iž /n n nis0 is0
Ž .Using these three identities, we see that, in 11 , the first sum is 0, the
Ž .second sum equals C x, y , and the third sum is 0. We now estimate the, 1
fourth sum:
n
S [ nh d f x y f x c y y c y . 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn i j i j i iq1 j jq1
i , js0
Note that, for every e ) 0, there exists a d ) 0 such that
< <h - e as d - d . 13Ž .i j i j
Ž .Divide the summation in 12 into two parts:
S s q \ S qS .Ý Ýn - G
d -d d Gdi j i j
Ž . Ž . Ž .To estimate S , we use the triangle inequality, 13 , 7 , and 8 to obtain-
< < < < < <S F e nd f x y f x c y y c yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý- i j i iq1 i jq1
d -di j
n i
< <F e 2n y x f x y f xŽ . Ž .Ý i iq1nis0
n j
< <q e 2n y y c y y c yŽ . Ž .Ý j jq1njs0
s e O 1 .Ž .
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< < Ž .Next, let us look at S . Since h F M and d - 2, we have, by using 5G i j i j
Ž .and 6 ,
< < < < < <S F n 2 M f x y f x c y y c yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝG i iq1 j jq1
d Gdi j
< <F 2 Mn 2 f x y f x q 2 MnŽ . Ž .Ý i iq1
< <irnyx Gdr2
< <= 2 c y y c yŽ . Ž .Ý j jq1
< <irnyy Gdr2
1
s 2 Mno s o 1 .Ž .ž /n
< < Ž .So, S F e q o 1 as n “ ‘. Thus,n
›
2C x , y s C x , y q S “ C x , y a.e. on I .Ž . Ž . Ž .n , 1 n , 1› x
Similarly, we can show that
›
2C x , y “ C x , y a.e. on I .Ž . Ž .n , 2› y
Finally, since
›
T x x s C x , y “ C x , y for a.e. x , l g I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C w0, lx n , 1n › x
s
by using Lemma 3.1, we see that C “ C as n “ ‘.n
COROLLARY 3.5. Let B be the Bernstein approximations to a copula C.ns
Then B “ C as n “ ‘.n
COROLLARY 3.6. Let C be the approximation of C that is constructedn
using the partition of unity f Ž j., . . . , f Ž j. as in Theorem 2.3, for a fixed j1 nsŽ .j s 1, 2, . . . . Then C “ C as n “ ‘.n
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We introduced strong convergence of copulas and established the strong
convergence of some approximating copulas, namely the checkerboard
approximation and the more general cardinal spline approximation, to-
gether with Bernstein approximation of copulas. We used a unified ap-
proach via partitions of unity.
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w xRecently, using integral operators, Kulpa 7 obtained an interesting
result with an alternative set of sufficient conditions for the strong conver-
gence of approximating copulas constructed by partitions of unity.
Finally, we remark that the strong convergence of Bernstein approxima-
w xtions of copulas implies an early result of Butzer 2 on the pointwise
convergence of Bernstein operators on the square I 2. It also yields the
uniform convergence of Durrmeyer's modification of Bernstein operators
Ž Ž .  4 Ž .as a special case by choosing C x, y s min x, y so that D becomesi j
. w xthe identity matrix 6, Chap. 10, Sect. 8 .
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